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Sub/Version 012
Christoph Fringeli &
DJ Pure
Dark Star/Anti-Christ
available on vinyl plus download code

Vinyl + DL: RRP EUR 10.00 - WHOLESALE EUR 6.00 - DISTIRIBUTION (10+
copies) 5.00 Digital only: EUR 3.00 (via BANDCAMP)
_______________________________________________________________________
Sub/Version is the sister label to Praxis dedicated to hard and dark
drum’n’bass, epic breakcore and bass exploration. Sub/Version was mainly
active on the vinyl front between 1997 and 2009 with a range of releases by
founders Pure and Fringeli as well as Amboss, Crisis Theory, DJ Hidden,
DJ Scud, Hecate/Etaceh, Kovert, and Vile Enginez, and also included remixes
by Panacea and Fennesz.
2010 and 2011 saw a digital series of 10 one-track releases with smashing
works by Amboss, Christoph Fringeli, Egon Frinz, Grr, Kovert, Noize
Creator, Somatic Responses and Vile Enginez (all still available via bandcamp).
In the following years the Sub/Version project was put on the back burner, but
it’s not over: With Sub/Version 012 we take a look at the beginnings of the
label, re-releasing the first two installments of the series: Dark Star, which
appeared as a one-sided 12” in 1997 and (the A-side of) Anti-Christ, which
appeared the following year. The original B-Side of Anti-Christ, A.C., is available as a bonus download track.
Both tracks were written and produced by Christoph Fringeli and Peter
Votava, aka DJ Pure, in Vienna at Pure’s studio. They represent a turning point
in the mutation of hardcore and breakcore clashing with the then emerging
techstep sound and contain various references effectively creating something
like industrial drum’n’bass, while going beyond either genre’s limitations.
With the limited vinyl release of Sub/Version 012 we present them in
2021 as key examples of an incredibly rough and intense sound in all its
unpolished glory!
more information and all relevant links on the
praxis discography page for SUB/VERSION 012

Above: Flyer of the original Dark Star party @
EKH Vienna in February 1997. Below: Review by
Steven Wells in New Musical Express, 1997

